Label flow analysis is a fundamental static analysis problem with a wide variety of applications. Previous work by Mossin developed a polynomial time subtyping-based label flow inference that supports Hindley-Milner style polymorphism with polymorphic recursion. Rehof et al have developed an efficient O(n 3 ) inference algorithm for Mossin's system based on context-free language (CFL) reachability. In this paper, we extend these results to a system that also supports existential polymorphism, which is important for precisely describing correlations among members of a structured type, even when values of that type are part of dynamic data structures. We first develop a provably sound checking system based on polymorphicallyconstrained types. As usual, we restrict universal quantification to the top level of a type, but existential quantification is first class, with subtyping allowed between existentials with the same binding structure. We then develop a CFL-based inference system. Programmers specify which positions in a type are existentially quantified, and the algorithm infers the constraints bound in the type, or rejects a program if the annotations are inconsistent.
Introduction
Label flow analysis is a program analysis that attempts to answer queries of the form "Does the value of expression e 1 flow to the value of expression e 2 ?" Answering such queries has a large variety of applications, including points-to analysis [2, 3] , information flow [4] , and type qualifier inference [5, 6] .
Label flow analysis can be implemented as a type-based program analysis [1] , in which static analysis is defined in terms of type inference. In type-based label flow analysis, as in other typebased analyses, context sensitivity for functions corresponds to parametric (universal) polymorphism. Mossin [7] gave the first polynomial time algorithm for subtyping-based label flow inference with Hindley-Milner style parametric polymorphism, including polymorphic recursion. Rehof et al [8, 26] showed how the label flow problem defined by Mossin could be reduced to the problem of context-free language (CFL) reachability. The resulting inference system runs in time O(n 3 ), and follow-on work (some of which is cited above) has shown it to be quite efficient and useful in practice.
In this work, we develop a new extension to CFL-based label flow inference that supports existential quantification [9] . Intuitively, universal polymorphism allows multiple calls to the same function to be distinguished, avoiding some spurious flows. However, universal polymorphism aids little in the analysis of data structures. For example, in label-flow based alias analysis, all elements of the same data structure usually become conflated, resulting in a "blob" of indistinguishable pointers that reduces precision [10] . With existential quantification, we can express correlations among members of a structured type, allowing us to model data structures much more precisely in many useful cases. For example, existentials can be used to correlate an integer length with a buffer having that length [11] , to correlate data with the lock that must be held when accessing the data [12] , or to correlate an environment with the closure that takes it as an argument [13] . Such correlations are particularly important when the identity of individual data structure elements cannot be discerned, e.g., when they are stored within a tree or list, or when they are generated based on dynamic information. In such a setting, the precision afforded by universal quantification is unavailable.
In the label flow systems presented in this paper, labels L are attached to types, as is standard. For example, int L is the type of an integer with label L. We begin by presenting a sound subtyping-based label-flow system in the style of Mossin that uses polymorphically constrained types (Section 3). For example, the identity function can be given the type ∀α, β[α ≤ β].int α → int β . The subtyping constraint α ≤ β indicates that the label on the argument flows to the label on the result. The key technical novelty is that we also allow existential polymorphism. For example, the type ∃α, β[α ≤ β].int α × (int β → int ψ ) describes a pair in which the first element flows to the domain of the second element. In our system (as in Mossin's system), universally-quantified types obey a Hindley-Milner discipline, and hence they only appear in type environments. In contrast, existential types are first-class so that their values can be stored in variables and passed to functions. Subtyping is permitted between existentials with the same quantification structure (they must have the same α-convertible quantified labels) but differing constraints. While this restriction reduces the power of the system slightly, it aids in our inference algorithm.
We have proven that our polymorphically-constrained type system is sound (Appendix A), but such type systems are often awkward to implement efficiently in practice. Thus the second key contribution of this work is the development of a label flow inference system (Section 4) based on CFL reachability and instantiation constraints, in the style of Rehof et al. In this system, subtyping constraints no longer appear on types, but rather are stored "off-to-the-side." Instantiation constraints enable efficient inference of universally-and existentially-quantified types. In our system, functions can be parametric in their arguments except for existential packages, which are passed monomorphically. To support inference, programmers provide annotations specifying which labels in a type are existentially quantified, and our algorithm infers needed constraints. It is an open question whether an efficient algorithm exists that does not require programmer assistance. In inference, we further require that existentially bound labels do not interact we free labels. This requirement means that our inference system is slightly weaker than our checking system, but thus far we have found it necessary to produce a correct inference algorithm.
We have proven that our CFL-based inference system is sound (Appendix B) by reducing it to the system based on polymorphically-constrained types. We also present an O(n 3 ) inference algorithm that should be efficient in practice.
Overview
To understand the use of context-free language reachability for label flow, we review past work concerning context-sensitivity via universal polymorphism. Then we sketch how we adapt this scheme to support existential polymorphism as well.
Universal Polymorphism and Label Flow
Consider the following program:
let id = λa.a in (id i 1 L1 ) + L3 ...; (id j 2 L2 ) + L4 ...
Here we have annotated the values 1 and 2 with labels L1 and L2, and we have annotated the + operations with L3 and L4. Our goal is to determine which labeled values will reach or "flow to" each + operation. We perform a simple monomorphic (context-insensitive) flow analysis as follows.
We extend the base type of id to a type int La → int Lr annotated with labels. Here La is the label on the argument a and Lr is the label on the return. The body of id returns its argument, which we express with a constraint La ≤ Lr. Thus there is "flow" from the label on any integer we pass into id to the integer returned by id. Whenever we call a function, we generate a constraint to capture the flow of values into and out of the function. Here at the first call to id (ignore the superscript on id for now), we make two constraints: L1 ≤ La and Lr ≤ L3. Putting these constraints together with the previous one, we get
and thus by transitivity we know that L1 flows to L3-which answers the question, "What labeled integers might the first argument of + L3 evaluate to?" We can also think of these constraints as edges in a directed graph, where the nodes of the graph are labels and if L ≤ L then there is an edge from L to L . Thus the above set of constraints is a path through a graph:
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Here we have also included edges representing the type structure of id. We call such a graph a flow graph. 1 Notice that if we continue this process for the second call to id, we get sound but conservative flow. The second call generates the constraints L2 ≤ La and Lr ≤ L4. Putting this together with the previous constraints yields the following graph:
here we see that L2 flows to L4, which will happen at run time, but the graph also suggests that L1 flows to L4 and L2 flows to L3, which cannot actually happen. The analysis has lost precision by conflating the two calls together.
This loss of precision can be corrected by adding context sensitivity or universal polymorphism to the analysis so that we can differentiate between the flow generated by each call to id. Formally, we can give id a polymorphically constrained type ∀La, Lr[La ≤ Lr].int La → int Lr , meaning that when this function is called, it produces flow from La to Lr according to its actual arguments. Every time id is called in the program body, its type and constraints are instantiated to that specific context in which it is called. At the call id 1 , we instantiate the constraint as {La ≤ Lr}[La → L1, Lr → L3], which yields the constraint L1 ≤ L3. At the call id 2 , we instantiate La to L2 and Lr to L4, yielding the constraint L2 ≤ L4. Since we made two copies of the constraints for the two different calls, there is no longer any spurious flow. We have effectively inlined the constraints at each call site.
While this technique is effective, it requires explicit constraint copying (to inline them at each call site), which can be difficult to implement, especially if we wish to support polymorphic recursion. An alternative technique is to label edges in the constraint graph and perform CFL reachability to compute flow, as suggested by Rehof et al [8, 26] . In this solution, we label edges at call sites with parentheses indexed by the call. For the example program, we would produce the following flow graph:
In this graph, normal flow is shown using unlabeled edges. Data flow for calls is modeled using edges labeled with indexed parentheses. Here edges from the call id i are labeled with ( i for inputs and ) i for outputs, and similarly for the call id j . When we look for paths through the graph, we only accept paths that do not have mismatched parentheses. In this case, the paths from L1 to L3 and from L2 to L4 are matched, while the other paths are mismatched and hence not considered. Intuitively, they correspond to unrealizable call-return sequences [14] . The result is a system that supports universal polymorphism.
Existential Polymorphism and Label Flow
The contribution of this paper is to show how to encode existential quantification into CFL reachability graphs. As a result, we are able to model uses of certain data structures more precisely. Consider the example shown in Figure 1 . In this program, we create two functions f and g that add an unspecified value to their argument. We have labeled the + operators in these functions with labels L3 and L4, respectively. As usual, we wish to determine what integers may flow to these operators, i.e., what integers are passed in as arguments a and b. In the third line of this program we create existentially-quantified pairs using pack operations in which f is paired with 1 (labeled L1) and g with 2 (labeled L2). Using an if, we then conflate these two pairs by binding to p. In the last line we use p by applying its first component to its second component. 2 Notice that in this case, no matter which pair p is assigned, the function f is only ever applied to 1, and the function g is only ever applied to 2. Figure 1 also shows the constraint graph generated for this example program. Similarly to universal types, we model existential types using edges labeled with subscripted parentheses. In this case, when we pack the pair (f, 1), instead of normal Figure 1 : Example Program and Flow Graph flow edges we generate edges labeled by i-parentheses, and similarly we generate edges labeled with j-parentheses when we pack the pair (g, 2). To compute the flow for this graph, we again propagate labels along paths with no mismatched parentheses. For example, in this graph there is a path
from which we can conclude that L2, i.e., the value 2, may flow to L4, i.e., the addition operation in g. There is similarly a path from L1 to L3. However, notice crucially that there is no path from L2 to L3. This corresponds to our observation that f is never applied to 2. Similarly there is no path from L1 to L4. In a label flow system without existentials, the edges labeled with parentheses would have been unlabeled, resulting in spurious flow. Thus in this case, existential quantification permits conflating two existential packages without losing precision about the use of their members.
Intuitively, for universal quantification, we were able to generalize the type of id because id is polymorphic in the label it is called with-whatever it is called with, it returns. For this example with existential polymorphism, we could generalize the type of the pairs because the rest of the program is polymorphic in the pairs-whichever pair is used by the program, the first element is always applied to the second. It is this duality that allows us to encode both universal and existential polymorphism using the same technique.
Label Flow with Polymorphically Constrained Types
We begin studying label flow in the context of a traditional polymorphically-constrained type system Copy, which is Mossin's label flow system extended to model existential types. Note that our system supports label polymorphism but not polymorphism in the type structure. Figure 2 shows the language used throughout the paper. In this language, constructors and destructors are annotated with constant labels L. (In this system we write function application with @ to provide a position on which to write a label.) The goal of our type system is to determine which constructor labels flow to which destructor labels. For example, in the expression (λ L x.e)@ L e , the label L flows to the label L . Expressions include binding constructs let and fix, which introduce universal polymorphism. Each use of a universally quantified function f i is indexed by an instantiation site i. Expressions also include existential packages, which are created with indexed pack i and consumed with unpack. Instantiation sites are ignored in this section, but are used in Section 4. Figure 3 shows the types used in the Copy system, which include integers, functions, pairs and existentially quantified types. All types are annotated with flow labels l, which may be either constant labels L from the program text or label variables α. Universally-quantified functions are given polymorphically-constrained types of the form ∀ α[C].τ . Here C is a set of flow constraints of the form l ≤ l . In our type rules, we also use substitutions φ that map label variables to labels. Intuitively, the type ∀ α[C].τ stands for any type φ(τ ) where φ(C) is satisfied, for any substitution φ. When l ≤ l , we say that label l "flows to" label l . The type ∃ l α[C].τ stands for the type φ(τ ) where constraints φ(C) are satisfied, for some substitution φ. Universal quantification may only appear at the top-level while existential types may appear at any position in a type. We define the free labels of types and environments as usual:
The expression typing rules are presented in Figures 4 and 5. Our system is essentially identical to that of Mossin [7] , with new rules for existentials. Judgments have the form C; Γ cp e : τ , meaning in type environment Γ with flow constraints C, expression e has type τ . In these type rules we use C l ≤ l to mean that the constraint l ≤ l is in the transitive closure of the constraints in C. We write C C to mean that constraints in C are in the transitive closure of C. Figure 5 contains the polymorphic typing rules. Universal polymorphism is introduced in [Let] and [Fix] . As is standard, we allow generalization only of label variables that are not free in the type environment Γ. Notice that in both these rules, the constraints C that we use to type check e 1 become the bound constraints in the polymorphic type. Whenever a variable with a universally quantified type is used in the program text, its type is instantiated. The [Inst] rule can only be applied if the instantiation C [ α → l] of the polymorphic type's constraints is included in the current flow constraints C at that point.
Existentially quantified types are manipulated using pack and unpack. Since these existential packages are passed around the program, we label them with concrete labels L as with other constructors and destructors. 
.τ . The constraint system C bound in the existential type is expressed over the quantified variables α. Intuitively, these constraints C are determined by how the existential package is used. [Pack] can only be applied if the current constraint system C entails the abstract constraints C mapped back to concrete labels l.
In the rule [Unpack], we bind the contents of the type to x in the scope of e 2 . This rule places two restrictions on the existential package. First, we must be able to type check e 2 with the constraints C ∪ C. Thus, any constraints among the existentially bound labels α that are required [Let] C ; Γ cp e 1 : by e 2 must be in C . Second, we require that the labels α do not escape the scope of the unpack, which is ensured by the subset constraint in this rule.
We could have chosen slightly different rules for [Let] and [Unpack] and still produced a sound system. In particular, we could have used the rules in Figure 6 , in which we allow a union in [Let] but forbid quantification over fl (C), and we disallow a union in [Unpack] but allow quantification over fl (C). Any combination of these possibilities is sound. However, it turns out that the rules in Figure 5 are most useful in proving that our CFL-based inference is sound.
The [Sub] rule in Figure 4 uses the subtyping relation shown in Figure 7 . In these judgments, D is a map from labels to integer depths, which are initially empty by [Sub] . This mapping is used when subtyping existentials. Aside from these, [Sub-Int] 
we have D(l 1 ) = 0 and D(l 2 ) = 1, assuming that their starting depths are zero. In rule [Sub-Label-1] we allow subtyping among labels only if they both have depth 0, i.e., they are not bound in existential types. The rule [Sub-Label-2] applies to bound variables, and it requires that they are bound at the same depth and are identical. Intuitively, a type with flow constraints C 1 can be used in any position expecting the same or fewer flows between labels. Thus the rule [Sub-∃] also requires C 1 C 2 , meaning the constraints C 1 entail the constraints C 2 , or every constraint in C 2 is implied by C 1 .
These restrictions forbid some clearly erroneous subtyping judgments such as Figure 7 : Copy Subtyping This example should not be allowed to check in any context, because it would create a constraint between a bound label and an unbound label. However, these restrictions also forbid some valid existential subtyping, and it is an open question whether they can be relaxed while still maintaining efficient CFL reachability-based inference. We prove soundness for Copy using a standard subject-reduction proof. We begin by defining a standard operational semantics e −→ e , shown in Figure 8 . We assume that all input programs are well-typed with respect to the standard types; hence they can never go wrong in our semantics. We wish to prove that, for any destructor that consumes a value, the actual constructor label that is consumed appears in the set of labels computed by the analysis. If the program is in normal form this is trivial, because there are no more evaluation steps. Hence we prove this statement below for the case when the program takes a single step.
Definition 1 Suppose e −→ e and in the (single step) reduction, the destructor (if0, @, .j, unpack) labeled L consumes the constructor (n, λ, (·, ·), pack, respectively), labeled L. Then we 
We also write C e −→ e if no value is consumed during reduction (i.e., for let or fix).
Theorem 2 (Soundness) If C; Γ cp e : τ and e −→ * e , then C e −→ * e .
The proof is by induction on the derivation of C; Γ cp e : τ , and appears in Appendix A.
CFL-Based Label Flow Inference
Next, we present a label flow inference system CFL in the style of Rehof et al [8, 26] . In this system, constraints C no longer appear on quantified types. Rather, they are collected, along with instantiation constraints I, into a single inferred flow graph, such as the one shown earlier in Figure 1 . We answer flow queries "Does any value at program point l 1 flow to program point l 2 ?", which we write l 1 l 2 , using CFL reachability queries on the flow graph. We assume that the input program is well-typed with respect to standard types, and that instantiation indices i are unique per pack i or f i . We also implicitly assume that the programmer has decided which labels should be quantified for each existential type. The algorithm then infers the equivalent of the constraints C from Copy as part of the flow graph.
Types in CFL are given by
In contrast to Copy, polymorphic types do not include a constraint set. Universal types, however, include a set l of labels that should not be quantified in the type. In fact, we could omit the α Figure 9 : CFL Monomorphic Rules completely, since for inference we can always choose for a type (∀ α.τ, l) that α = fl (τ ) \ l, but we leave in α to make proofs slightly easier. For existential types, we do not include a set l, because we assume that the programmer has specified which labels are existentially quantified. We will check to see that the specification is correct when existentials are unpacked.
We write our inference rules in a style similar to checking rules but interpret them differently. A constraint C l ≤ l means that l ≤ l should be added to C. In addition to subtyping constraints, our inference system generates a set I of instantiation constraints of the form l i p l [8] . This constraint indicates that l has been renamed to l at instantiation site i; these are introduced by packs and universal type instantiations and are the source of context-sensitivity in label flow. The p indicates a polarity, which relates to the flow of data. In particular, when p is + then l flows to l ; when p is − then l flows to l. Therefore, in our examples ( Figure 1 and Figure 13 ), we draw a
−→ l , and we draw a constraint l i − l as an edge l (i −→ l. In our rules we write I l i p l to mean the constraint l i p l should be added to I. Judgments in CFL have the form I; C; Γ e : τ . The base monomorphic rules for our system are presented in Figure 9 . In these rules, free occurrences of l should be treated as generation of a fresh label variable. For example, in [Int], we choose l to be a fresh variable α. In [Lam], we pick a type τ with fresh label variables in every position. Otherwise, these rules are similar to Figure 4 . Figure 10 presents our polymorphic inference rules. We define fl (τ ) to be the free labels of a type as usual, except fl , we bind a variable f to a universally quantified type. As is standard we cannot quantify label variables that are free in the environment Γ, and we represent this fact by setting l = fl (Γ) in the type (∀ α.τ 1 , l). The [Inst] rule instantiates the type of f by creating a copy τ of τ with fresh label variables and generating an instantiation constraint τ i + τ . Intuitively, the instantiation constraint defines a renaming φ such that φ(τ ) = τ . All non-quantifiable labels, i.e., all labels in l, should not be instantiated, which we model by requiring that any such label instantiate to itself.
In [Pack] , an existential type is constructed by abstracting a concrete type τ to abstract type
, we express this with an instantiation constraint I; ∅; ∅ τ i − τ , similarly to [Inst] . Notice that the direction of the renaming here is opposite the direction of flow: The labels in τ flow to the labels of τ , but τ is instantiated to τ . Hence the instantiation has negative polarity. As another intuition, packing a type into an existential corresponds to passing an argument to "the rest of the program," as if that was universally quantified, which implies negative instantiation.
We implicitly assume that the programmer has picked the set α in this rule. In contrast to [Inst], we do not generate any self-loops in [Pack], because we enforce a stronger restriction for escaping variables in [Unpack] .
Finally, in Copy's [Pack] rule, we also require that the packed type satisfies C C [ α → l], where C are the constraints induced by uses of the existential package (i.e., within the scope of Figure 11 : CFL Subtyping the unpacks it flows to). Here we need not generate such a constraint explicitly, just as we did not generate such constraints in [Inst] . In [Unpack], the abstract existential type is treated as a concrete type for the scope of the unpack. As usual for existential types, no abstract label may escape, or it will break the abstraction. The last hypothesis of [Unpack] enforces a strong restriction so that not only may abstract labels not escape, but they may not constrain any escaping labels in any way. We express this restriction by requiring that there are no matched flows (see below) between any labels in α and any labels in l, which is the set of labels that escape. This includes free labels of the environment Γ, free labels of the existential type that is unpacked ∃ l α.τ , free labels of the result type τ , and constants L.
The subtyping relation used in [Sub] is defined in Figure 11 . Subtyping judgments have the form C; D 1 ; D 2 τ 1 ≤ τ 2 . In these rules, D 1 and D 2 are sequences that are used to ensure that labels in corresponding positions in τ 1 and τ 2 are existentially quantified identically, in the same sense as Figure 7 . In [Sub-∃], each time we recurse under an existential we add α i (the variables bound in the existential) to D i . In [Sub-Index-1], we allow constraints between arbitrary labels when the D i are empty. However, in [Sub-Index-2], we allow subtyping among labels that appear Figure 12 defines the instantiation of an abstract type to a concrete type. Judgments have the form I; D τ i p τ . Intuitively, the D has the same form as the D i in Figure 11 , but we only require one such list of vectors because we do not permit alpha renaming at instantiations. Alpha-renaming of existentials can always be accomplished by applying [Sub] before or after an instantiation.
The rules for integers, pairs, and functions are standard [8] . The polarity p is used to track the direction of data flow across the renaming of τ to τ . Function arguments are treated contravariantly; the notationp flips the polarity of p in [Inst-Fun] . Notice that we flip p but not the instantiation direction, which follows because intuitively we are constructing a renaming from the left-hand side of the instantiation constraint to the right-hand side, and we do not flip the direction of renaming under a function arrow. [Inst-∃] constructs D as [Sub-∃] in Figure 11 .
Notice that rule [Inst-Index-2] prevents existentially bound labels from being instantiated. This restriction enables us to work with the standard CFL reachability grammar, but it does mean that existentials are always treated non-context sensitively in function calls. Figure 13 shows one
Figure 13: Comparison of Universal and Existential Quantification
[Level] In this program we pack two pairs. We can see that it is safe to quantify only the first element of both pairs, because the second element of p escapes the unpack. Thus the first element only is instantiated at the pack. However, notice that because the second element is not existentially quantified, it can be universally quantified when passed to the function.
Once we have generated constraints, we apply the rules in Figure 14 to close the constraint graph. Here the m subscript indicates matched paths. (Rehof et al also include additional paths that contain unmatched but no mismatched edges. However, here we concern ourselves only with constants, which always produce matched paths.) Rule [Level] states that constraints in C correspond to flow (these are represented as unlabeled edges in the graph 
Using these rules, the flow of constructors to destructors is defined as L flows to L if I; C L m L . After we apply these rules, we also need to check the reachability condition in [Unpack] The complexity of applying the CFL rules is relative to the size of the derivation. Once we have computed all flows, we can easily check the side condition of [Unpack] by walking through the labels in α and checking for paths to l and vice-versa. Since each set is of size O(n), this takes O(n 2 ) time, and since there are O(n) uses of [Unpack], in total this takes O(n 3 ) time.
Thus the algorithm as a whole is O(n 3 ) + O(n 3 ) = O(n 3 ).
We have proven that programs that check under CFL are reducible to Copy in Appendix B.
Then given a particular translation function Ψ C,I , it is the case that C I ; Ψ C,I (Γ) cp e : Ψ C,I (τ ).
Proof: Theorem 37 shows the reduction under a subset C I fl(Γ)∪fl(τ ) of C I , and then Lemma 6 shows that we can prove the same statement under C I .
Related Work
As stated in the introduction, our work builds directly on the CFL reachability-based label flow system of Rehof et al [8] . Their cubic-time algorithm for polymorphic recursive label flow inference improves on the previously best-known O(n 8 ) algorithm [7] . The idea of using CFL reachability in static analysis is due to Reps et al [14] , who applied it to lower-order data flow analysis problems.
Existential types can be encoded in System F [16] (p. 377), in which polymorphism is first class. Wells showed that type inference for System F is undecidable [17] . There have been several proposals to support first-class polymorphic type inference using type annotations to avoid the undecidability problem. In ML F [18] , programmers annotate function arguments that have universal types. Laufer and Odersky [19] propose an extension to ML with first-class existential types, and Remy [20] similarly proposes an extension with first-class universal types. In both systems, the programmer must explicitly list which type variables to quantify. Existential packs and unpacks correspond to data structure construction and pattern matching, and hence are determined by the program text. In our system, we also require the programmer to specify packs and unpacks as well as which variables are quantified, but in contrast to these three systems we support subtyping (and therefore we need polymorphically constrained types), rather than unification. Note that our solution is restricted to label flow, and only existential types are first-class (but adding first-class universals with programmer-specified quantification would be straightforward). We believe full first-class polymorphic type inference for label flow is decidable, although we do not have a proof.
Simonet [15] extends HM(X) [21] , a generic constraint-based type inference framework, to include first-class existential and universal polymorphism with subtyping. Simonet requires the programmer to specify the polymorphically constrained type, including the subtyping constraints C, whereas we infer these (note that we assume we have the whole program). Another key difference is that we use CFL reachability for inference. Once again, however, our system is concerned only with label flow.
In ours and the above systems, both quantification and pack and unpack must be specified manually. Ideally, an inference algorithm requires no work from the programmer. For example, we could envision a system in which all pairs and their uses are considered as candidate existential types, and the algorithm chooses to quantify only those labels that lead to a minimal flow in the graph. It is an open problem for our system whether such an algorithm exists that is efficient.
Conclusion
We have presented two systems for label flow inference that support Hindley-Milner style polymorphism with polymorphic recursion and first-class existential quantification. The system Copy models label flow using polymorphically constrained types in the style of Mossin [7] , while our inference system CFL is based on CFL reachability, in the style of Rehof et al [8] . Programmers specify where existentials are introduced and eliminated, and our inference algorithm automatically infers the bounds on their flow, which improves on past work. Our aim is to set a firm theoretical foundation on which to build efficient program analyses that benefit from existential quantification. We believe existential quantification is crucial for supporting efficient modeling of dynamic data structures.
[ A Proof of Soundness for Copy
We prove soundness for Copy using a standard subject-reduction style approach. We begin by proving a number of helpful lemmas. First, we need to show that it is sound in several places to weaken a constraint system C to a constraint system C where C C. Intuitively this holds because C contains all the "flows" of C, hence all typing judgments are preserved.
Proof: By definition, C C requires C ⊆ C . There are two possible ways we could have shown C; D l ≤ l : 
Case [Sub-∃] . By assumption, we have
From Lemma 4 we have C ; D l 1 ≤ l 2 . By the induction hypothesis, we have Case [Sub] . We have
Apply induction, and observe that by Lemma 5, C ; ∅ τ ≤ τ .
Case [Let] . We have 
Case [Pack] . We have
Thus also by induction, C ∪C ; Γ, x : τ 1 cp e 2 : τ . We can always apply alpha renaming to α in C and τ 1 so that f l(C )∩ α = ∅, and therefore we have
Thus we can apply [Unpack] to show C ; Γ cp unpack L x = e 1 in e 2 : τ .
The following lemma is useful for proving soundness of unpack. Intuitively, we will use this lemma to reason about subtyping step C;
Specifically, it will allow us to derive C; ∅ ψ(τ 1 ) ≤ ψ(τ 2 ) for a substitution ψ() on α, because [Sub-Label-2] requires that any labels in α have identical occurrences in τ 1 and τ 2 ,
Proof: Proof by induction on the derivation C; D τ 1 ≤ τ 2 .
But then l ∈ dom(ψ) and l ∈ dom(ψ), so ψ(l) = l and ψ(l ) = l . But then since C l ≤ l , clearly C; ∅ ψ(l) ≤ ψ(l ).
This case is trivial, since C; ∅ ψ(l) ≤ ψ(l).
By alpha conversion, we can assume that β ∩ dom(ψ) = ∅, β ∩ f l(rng(ψ)) = ∅, and 
The next lemmas show that in a polymorphically constrained type, we can safely weaken the bound constraints C into C where C C. Because existential types are first-class in our system, changing the bound constraints may also change types τ on the right-hand side of a typing judgment.
Let χ range over quantifiers, either ∀ or ∃. We define polytypes(τ ) to be the set {χ i α i [C i ].τ i } of occurrences of quantified types in τ . As a shorthand, we write χ i for the ith element of this set, and we define
(τ i C ), i.e., we union C with any bound constraint systems. We implicitly alpha rename bound type variables as necessary to avoid capturing variables in C , i.e., we assume α i ∩ C = ∅. Here τ C is τ where each χ i ∈ polytypes(τ ) is replaced by χ i C . We define polytypes(Γ) to be the set of occurrences of quantified types in the range of Γ, and we define Γ C to be Γ with C applied to the range of Γ. Case [Sub-∃]. We have
Putting these together and applying
Lemma 9 (Constraint weakening in polymorphic types) If C; Γ e : τ , then C∪C ; Γ C e : τ C .
Proof: First, observe that by Lemma 6, we may assume C ∪C ; Γ e : τ . Then the proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of C ∪ C ; Γ e : τ .
Case [Id] . We have [Id] C ∪ C ; Γ, x : τ cp x : τ Then trivially we have
Case [Lam] . We have 
By induction, C∪C ; Γ C cp e : τ 1 C . Further, by Lemma 8, we have C∪C ; ∅ τ 1 C ≤ τ 2 C . Thus applying [Sub], we have C ∪ C ; Γ cp e : τ 2 C .
Case [Let] . We have
By induction, we have C f ∪ C ; Γ C cp e 1 : τ 1 C . Also by induction, we have C ∪ C ; Γ C , f :
Case [Inst] . We have
and by our alpha-renaming convention
we have shown the conclusion.
∪ C , and also by our alpha-renaming convention
And by our alpha-renaming convention,
.τ ) C , so we have shown the conclusion.
, and we assume by alpha-renaming that f l(C ) ∩ α = ∅. Thus applying [Unpack] yields C ∪ C ; Γ cp unpack L x = e 1 in e 2 : τ C .
Next we prove the substitution lemma for monomorphic types. Because in rule [Let], we fixed the set of constraints in the quantified type to be exactly the constraints for e 1 and e 2 , respectively, we need a slightly nonstandard lemma: When we replace a variable with an expression, we might need to add the constraints for that expression to quantified types in the environment and in the result type. Hence the definition of C above. While we could have used a [Let] rule that is simpler to reason about for soundness, or changed the [Unpack] rule to match [Let] , this particular formulation turns out to be very helpful in proving correspondence between the CFL and Copy in Appendix B.
Lemma 10 (Substitution lemma) If C; Γ, x : τ cp e : τ , C C , and C ; Γ cp e : τ , then C; Γ C cp e[x → e ] : τ C .
Proof:
The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of C; Γ, x : τ cp e : τ . Case [Id] . There are two cases. First, if e = x, we have C; Γ, x : τ cp x : τ Then τ = τ , and since x[x → e ] = e , by our assumption C ; Γ cp e : τ we have C; Γ C cp e : τ C by Lemmas 6 and 9.
Otherwise, we have C; Γ, x : τ cp y : τ where y = x. Hence y ∈ dom(Γ), and since y[x → e ] = y, by Lemma 9 we have C; Γ C , x : τ C cp y : τ C .
Case [Int] . Trivial.
Case [Lam] . We have [Lam] C; Γ, x : τ , y :
Using alpha renaming we can assume y = x, and hence C; Γ, y : τ 1 , x : τ cp e 2 : τ 2 . Then by induction we have C; Γ C , y : C; Γ, x : τ cp e : τ 1 C; ∅ τ 1 ≤ τ 2 C; Γ, x : τ cp e : τ 2 By induction, we have C; Γ C cp e[x → e ] : τ 1 C . By Lemma 5, we have C; ∅ τ 1 C ≤ τ 2 C . Thus we can apply [Sub] to yield C; Γ C cp e[x → e ] : τ 2 C .
C; Γ, x : τ cp let f = e 1 in e 2 : τ 2
By Lemma 6 and induction, we have C ∪ C ; Γ C cp e 1 [x → e ] : τ 1 C . Then since x = f (they are in different syntactic categories), by induction we also have C;
where the last step holds since we assume f l(C ) ∩ α = ∅. Hence we can apply [Let] to yield
Case [Fix]. Similar to [Let] and [Inst].
Case [Inst] . By Lemma 9 we have C; Γ C , x : τ C , f :
= f i (note we assume different syntactic forms for functions and local variables), we trivially have C;
Since we assume by alpha renaming that
Case [Unpack]. We have
Assume by alpha renaming that x = y. Then by induction, C;
. Since C C , we have C ∪ C ∪ C = C ∪ C . Thus by Lemma 6 and induction we have C ∪ C ∪ C ; Γ C , y :
again because we assume f l(C ) ∩ α = ∅. Hence we can apply [Unpack] to yield 
By alpha conversion, we can assume α ∩ f l(τ 1 ) = ∅ and C ; Γ, x : τ 1 cp e : τ . Then since x = f , by induction we have C; Γ, 
By induction, C ; Γ cp e 1 [f → e ] : τ 1 . Assuming by alpha renaming that f = g, by induction we also have C; Γ, g : 
, and so by Lemma 6, C; Γ cp e : τ [ α → l], and so we have shown the conclusion, since
By induction, we have C; 
Thus we can apply [Unpack] to show C; Γ (unpack L x = e 1 in e 2 )[f → e ] : τ .
Finally, we can state and prove our soundness theorem. We assume that the program is welltyped with respect to the standard types. Hence, every program is either in normal form or can take a step. We wish to prove that, for any destructor that consumes a value, the actual constructor label that is consumed appears in the set of labels computed by the analysis. If the program is in normal form this is trivial, because there are no more evaulation steps. Hence we prove this statement below for the case when the program takes a single step.
Definition 12
Suppose e −→ e and in the (single step) reduction, the destructor (if0, @, .j, unpack) labeled L consumes the constructor (n, λ, (·, ·), pack) labeled L. Then we write C e −→ e if C L ≤ L . We also write C e −→ e if no value is consumed during reduction (e.g., for let or fix).
Notice that if C e −→ e and E[e] −→ E[e ], then C E[e] −→ E[e ]
, since reducing inside of a context does not change which destructor consumed which constructor. We will use this fact implicitly in the proof below.
Lemma 13 (Preservation) If C; Γ cp e : τ and e −→ e , then C; Γ C cp e : τ C and C e −→ e .
Proof:
The proof is by induction on the derivation of C; Γ cp e : τ . Case [Id], [Int] . These cases cannot happen, because we assume e −→ e .
Case [Lam] . In this case, the tern is λ L x.e, and the only possible reduction is λ L x.e −→ λ L x.e . By assumption, we have
By induction, C; Γ C , x : τ C cp e : τ C and C e −→ e . Then applying [Lam] yields C; Γ C cp λ L x.e : (τ → l τ ) C , and we also have C λ L x.e −→ λ L x.e .
Case [App] . In this case, the term is e 1 @ L e 2 , and there are three possible reductions. In the first case, when e 1 @ L e 2 −→ e 1 @ L e 2 , we have
Then by induction, C; Γ C cp e 1 : (τ 2 → l τ 1 ) C . By Lemma 9, C; Γ C cp e 2 : τ 2 C . Thus we can apply [App] to yield C; Γ C cp e 1 @ L e 2 : τ 1 C . Also by induction, C e 1 −→ e 1 , so C e 1 @ L e 2 −→ e 1 @ L e 2 . The second case, when e 1 @ L e 2 −→ e 1 @ L e 2 , is similar.
In the last case, we have (λ L x.e 1 )@ L e 2 −→ e 1 [x → e 2 ]. In this case, we have [Sub]
[Pair]
Then C; Γ e j : τ j , and since C; ∅ τ j ≤ τ j , we have C; Γ e j : τ j . Then by Lemma 9, we have C; Γ C e j : τ j C . Also, C L ≤ l , C l ≤ l, and C l ≤ L, hence C L ≤ L, and we have shown the conclusion.
Case [Cond] . In this case, the term is if0 L e 0 then e 1 else e 2 , and there are four possible reductions. If the reduction occurs inside of e 0 , e 1 , or e 2 , then we proceed by induction as usual. Otherwise, the reduction is either if0 L n L then e 1 else e 2 −→ e 1 or if0 L n L then e 1 else e 2 −→ e 2 , depending on whether n is 0. In either case, our typing judgment looks like
Then clearly C; Γ cp e i : τ , and by Lemma 9 we have C; Γ C cp e i : τ C . And since
Case [Sub] . In this case, the reduction is e −→ e , and we have [Sub] C; Γ cp e :
But by induction, C; Γ C cp e : τ 1 C . By Lemma 8, C; ∅ τ 1 C ≤ τ 2 C . Hence we can apply [Sub] to show C; Γ C cp e : τ 2 C .
Case [Let] . In this case, the term is let f = e 1 in e 2 . If the reduction occurs inside of e 1 or e 2 , then we proceed by induction as usual. Otherwise, the typing judgment is of the form Case [Inst] . This case cannot happen, because we assume e −→ e .
Case [Pack].
This case proceeds by induction as usual. In this case the reduction must be pack L,i e −→ pack L,i e , and so we proceed by the usual induction. The typing proof is
Then by induction, C; Γ C cp e : (τ [ α → l]) C and C e −→ e . By our alpha renaming
, and again by our alpha renaming convention
.τ ) C , and we also have C pack L,i e −→ pack L,i e .
Case [Unpack] . In this case the term is unpack L x = e 1 in e 2 , and there are three possible reductions. If the reudction occurs inside e 1 or e 2 then apply induction as usual. Otherwise, the reduction is unpack L x = (pack L ,i e ) in e 2 −→ e 2 [x → e], and the typing proof is
Further, the subtyping derivation is
We show soundness by applying the Substitution Lemma. First, we have C ∪C 2 ; Γ, x : τ 2 cp e 2 : τ . Let ψ be the substitution [ α → l]. Applying this to our judgment yields ψ(C) ∪ ψ(C 2 ); ψ(Γ), x :
Further, since C 1 C 2 , we have ψ(C 1 ) ψ(C 2 ). Then since C ψ(C 1 ), we have C ψ(C 2 ). Then by Lemma 6, we have the following conclusion:
By assumption, we have C; Γ cp e : ψ(τ 1 ). Also by assumption, we have C; D τ 1 ≤ τ 2 . Then by Lemma 7, we have C; ∅ ψ(τ 1 ) ≤ ψ(τ 2 ). Therefore by [Sub], we have the following conclusion:
Now we can apply Lemma 10 to yield C;
, so we are done. Theorem 14 (Soundness) If C; Γ cp e : τ and e −→ * e , then C e −→ * e .
Proof: By induction on the length of the reduction e −→ * e , using Lemma 13.
B Reduction from CFL to Copy
In this section, we prove that typing proofs in CFL reduce to equivalent proofs in Copy. As mentioned earlier, CFL is actually more restrictive than Copy in the programs it is able to check.
We proceed following the basic proof technique in [26], but due to higher-order polymorphic types, our proof is somewhat more complicated.
Definition 15 (Polarity of label in type) Let τ be a CFL type. We say that some label l ∈ fl (τ ) has positive polarity (+) in τ if one of the following holds:
2. τ = τ 1 → l τ 2 and l = l or l has + polarity in τ 2 or l has − polarity in τ 1 .
3. τ = τ 1 × l τ 2 and l = l or l has + polarity in τ 1 or in τ 2 .
[LubL] Definition 19 (Closure) Let C and I be CFL constraints. The we define the closure of the constraints as
Definition 20 A set of instantiation constraints
Definition 21 A positive instantiation context C, I, α, l, τ, φ, +, i is normal if
I is normal
Notice that by definition of C p α τ we also have α ⊆ fl (τ ). We will define normal negative instantiation contexts after proving some important lemmas.
In order to show how derivations in CFL relate to derivations in Copy, we will need to relate types (∀ α.τ, l) with types ∀ α[C].τ , and similarly for existential types. However, notice that these types may be quantified over different variables-in the Copy type, we may quantify over variables appearing in τ and C, whereas in the CFL type we only explicitly quantify over variables appearing in τ . To make these match, we need to observe that if a variable appears in C and not in τ or l, then it is an intermediate variable-the only thing that we really need to capture is how it induces constraints among variables that appear in τ . Hence we add to our system formal joins ( n i=1 l i ) of label variables. In the course of the proof, we will replace all intermediate variables in with joins among the variables in τ , the variables in l, and constants. Figure 15 gives additional rules we use when checking C l 1 ≤ l 2 in addition to containment {l 1 ≤ l 2 } ∈ C. For the remainder of this section, we write C C if for all {l 1 ≤ l 2 } ∈ C we have C l 1 ≤ l 2 .
Formally, we define Φ S (l) = {l ∈ S ∪ L | C I l ≤ l}. For a set of labels S, we then define a substitution
Finally, for a set of labels S, we define C I S = ψ S (C I ), i.e., we replace labels in C I that are not in S by the least-upper bound of labels in S that flow to it.
Proof: Pick some l ∈ S. Then in C I S , there are two cases. Either l is mapped to itself, if l ∈ S, or l is mapped to Φ S (l). Now suppose C I l 1 ≤ l 2 . If l 1 ∈ S and l 2 ∈ S then C I S l 1 ≤ l 2 and C I S l 1 ≤ l 2 by the above reasoning. If l 1 / ∈ S and l 2 ∈ S, then we have
The reasoning for the other possibilities for l 1 and l 2 is similar.
Lemma 24 If C, I, α, l, τ, φ, +, i is a normal positive instantiation context, then C I p α τ .
Proof:
We will show one case; the other polarity is similar. Suppose C I l ≤ l with l = l and l ∈ α. Then we have I; C l m l . We need to show that l has polarityp in τ . The proof is by induction on the derivation of I; C l m l . Case [Level] . We have C l ≤ l . But then since the instantiation context is normal, C p α τ , and thus l has polarityp in τ .
Case [Trans] . We have I; C l m l and I; C l m l . By induction, I; C l m l implies that l has polarityp in τ .
Case [Constant] . This case cannot occur, because we assume l ∈ α.
Case [Match] . We have I l 1 i − l, I; C l 1 m l 2 , and I l 2 i + l . Then suppose for a contradiction that l 1 = l. Since l ∈ α and α ∩ l = ∅, we have I l i p φ(l) with φ(l) = l. Then since the instantiation context is normal, we have l = l, a contradiction. Thus l 1 = l. But then we have I; C l m l 2 , and so by induction we have that l has polarityp in τ .
Intuitively, the following lemma shows that subsets of C I are closed with respect to substitutions φ that correspond to instantiation constraints. In order to show this, we extend a substitution φ to a substitutionφ, which is the same as φ except that intermediate variables are replaced by joins. We will use this lemma in proving correspondence between [Inst] and [Pack] rules of the two systems. Below we write L for the set of constant labels.
Given a normal positive instantiation context C, I, α, l, τ, φ, +, i , we define Φ i = Φ S i where
Lemma 25 Let C, I, α, l, τ, φ, +, i be a normal positive instantiation context. If α ∪ l ⊆ S and
. Then there are l 1 , l 2 ∈ S such that {l 1 ≤ l 2 } ∈ C I S , wherê φ(l 1 ) = l 1 andφ(l 2 ) = l 2 , and thus C I l 1 ≤ l 2 by Lemma 22. Notice we can assume l 1 = l 2 , since otherwise the proof is trivial. We can also assume without loss of generality that neither l 1 nor l 2 is a join, because if it is, we can use [LubL] and [LubR] to reduce the inequality to a set of inequalities among labels, as in Lemma 22. So then we need to show C I S l 1 ≤ l 2 . There are nine possible cases, depending on where each of l ∈ {l 1 , l 2 } appears:
1. l ∈ l ∪ L, and soφ(l) = l 2. l ∈ α, and soφ(l) = φ(l) (this is disjoint from the first case since the instantiation context is normal)
We proceed by case analysis.
The cases for l 2 are:
And since φ(S ) ⊆ S, we have l 1 , l 2 ∈ S.
(b) l 2 ∈ α and l 2 =φ(l 2 ) = φ(l 2 ). Then since the instantiation context is normal, we have C p α τ . Then by Lemma 24 we have C I p α τ . But then since C I l 1 ≤ l 2 and l 2 ∈ α, we know l 2 has polarity p in τ . Then since l 2 ∈ l, by Lemma 17 we have I l 2 i + φ(l 2 ), since p · p = + and in the instantiation D = ∅. Since the instantiation context is normal, we either have l 1 ∈ l or l 1 ∈ L, all of which imply I l 1 
and so
). And since φ(S ) ⊆ S, we have l 1 ∈ S and thus
2. l 1 ∈ α. Then l 1 =φ(l 1 ) = φ(l 1 ). The cases for l 2 are:
This is analogous to case 1(b). Since the instantiation context is normal, we have C 
and so C I l 1 ≤ l 2 . And since φ(S ) ⊆ S, we have l 1 , l 2 ∈ S. Thus C I S l 1 ≤ l 2 .
(b) l 2 ∈ α andφ(l 2 ) = φ(l 2 ). As in 2(a) above, we have C I p α τ . Since C I l 1 ≤ l 2 , l 1 ∈ α, l 1 ∈ l, and l 2 ∈ α, we know that l 1 has polarityp in τ and l 2 has polarity p in τ , and in the instantiation D = ∅. Then by Lemma 17, we have I l 1 i − l 1 and I l 2 i + l 2 . Then we have
3. Otherwise, l 1 =φ(l 1 ) = φ (Φ i (l 1 )). The cases for l 2 are:
Then since C I l 1 ≤ l 2 , we have C I l ≤ l 2 for all l ∈ Φ i (l 1 ) (and l ∈ S by assumption) by [Trans] and [LubL] in Figure 14 . Moreover, for each l ∈ Φ i (l 1 ), there are two cases.
ii. l ∈ α. Apply case 2(a) to show
Thus for all l ∈ Φ i (l 1 ), we have
, and so by
Definition 26 A negative instantiation context C, I, α, τ, φ, −, i is normal if
I is normal
Next we define a notion of a normal CFL derivation, which intuitively is one that corresponds directly to a derivation in Copy.
Definition 27 (Normal CFL derivation) A CFL derivation D is normal if Notice that every sub-derivation of a normal CFL derivation is normal.
Lemma 28 If I; C; Γ CF L e : τ , then there exists a normal CFL derivation I ; C ; Γ CF L e : τ .
Proof:
We walk through the conditions. Satisfying conditions 4 and 5 is a matter of picking fresh labels wherever possible. The only tricky condition to show is 3. We sketch the proof. Consider the constraints generated in the e 2 sub-derivation portion of [Unpack]:
Within the body of e 2 , we can assume that [Sub] is always applied after x. Thus for any l appearing positively in τ , we will only generate constraints l ≤ l , and vice-versa for labels appearing negatively. Thus the constraints generated in this portion of the derivation are negatively polarized with respect to τ and α, and so far C I α − α τ , since transitively closing these constraints does not affect polarity, and neither does restricting to α.
Otherwise, suppose we have an application of [Sub] with
Then let l i ∈ α i be labels in the same positions in τ i . Each occurs with the same polarity. Suppose the l i appear positively. Then [Sub-Index-2] generates the constraint C l 1 ≤ l 2 . Clearly we have , we have that l 1 is the join of no elements, and this holds transitively even with more applications of [Sub], since they can only add lower bounds to l 2 that do not appear in α 2 . (Only [Unpack] can add constraints in the other direction, and once we unpack something we cannot re-pack it in the same scope). Thus this constraint is vacuous, and we ignore it for computing polarities. (If we did not ignore these constraints, then [LubL] would allow us to put any label on the right hand side of a constraint, in any constraint system.) Similarly, if the l i appear negatively, [Sub] generates the constraint
, we have that l 1 is the join of some elements including l 2 , which is again vacuous, and more applications of [Sub] can only add upper bounds to l 2 that do not appear in α 2 .
Otherwise, suppose we have an application of [Inst] with Finally, we can prove that for every normal CFL derivation, there exists an equivalent Copy derivation. Intuitively, a program type checks under CFL constraints I and C, then it should type check under Copy with constraints C I (this turns out not quite to work; see below). When translating the derivation, we also need to choose the constraint systems for polymorphic Copy types, and these systems are implicit in CFL. Rehof, Fahndrich, and Das [26] choose C I as the constraint system for all polymorphic types. However, this does not work in our system, because existentials are higher-order. We could translate the type (∀ α.
but when we instantiate the latter, the instantiation might cause substitutions on some of the variables in the C I of the existential type. Instead, for existentials, we put in a subset of C I that is restricted to the bound labels in the type. By construction of the CFL system, these bound labels can never mix with free labels. Similarly, for universal types, we plug in C I restricted to the bound labels and the free labels of the universal; for universals, free labels do not cause problems, because they are not first-class. Figure 16 defines a translation function Ψ C,I that takes Copy types and transforms them to CFL types. For an existential ∃ l α.τ , we choose as the Copy constraints C I α . The strong hypothesis in [Unpack] in Figure 10 guarantees that this is safe, because quantified labels can never mix with non-quantified labels. For universal types, on the other hand, we allow quantified types to be constrained by non-quantified types, and thus for a type (∀ α.τ, l)) we choose the constraints C I ( α∪ l)
. Intuitively, these are exactly the labels that "matter" to a caller of the quantified type-those that are bound in the type and those that may be free in the type. Any other labels (for example, intermediate labels constructed in the function body) are irrelevant except for their effects on α and l.
Lemma 29 For any substitution φ, we have φ(Ψ C,I (τ )) = Ψ C,I (φ(τ )).
Proof: By induction on the definition of Ψ C,I . The interesting cases are existentials and universals. Letting φ (l) = l for l ∈ α and φ (l) = φ(l) otherwise, we have
Lemma 30 For any set S, we have ψ (fl(Γ)∪S) (Ψ C,I (Γ)) = Ψ C,I (Γ).
Proof: The proof is by induction. Let ψ = ψ (fl(Γ)∪S) . For regular types τ in the range of Γ, we have ψ(Ψ C,I (τ )) = Ψ C,I (ψ(τ )) by Lemma 29. But since τ is in the range of Γ, ψ(τ ) = τ .
For universals, let ψ (l) = l for l ∈ α and ψ (l) = ψ(l) otherwise, and then we have
].Ψ C,I (ψ (τ )) by Lemma 29
Then since Ψ C,I (∅) = ∅ and ∅(l) = ∅(l ) = 0, we have
Notice that by assumption both D i 's must be the same. Also, notice that Ψ C,I (D⊕{l 1 , . . . , l n })(l j ) > 0 by definition.
. . , l n }. Then since l, l = l i for any i, we have (Ψ C,I (D ⊕ α))(l) = (Ψ C,I (D))(l) and (Ψ C,I (D ⊕ α))(l ) = (Ψ C,I (D))(l ). Then there are two cases:
, then (Ψ C,I (D))(l) > 0 and l = l , and therefore (Ψ C,I (D ⊕ α))(l) > 0, and so we have
Proof: By induction on the given CFL derivation.
Case [Sub-Int] . We have 
. By induction, using Lemma 35 and the definition of Ψ C,I .
We have
. Let φ be an alpha-renaming such that φ( α 2 ) = α 1 . This is always well-defined by the assumption that the derivation is normal and by the subtyping rules of Figure 11 . Then φ(D 2 ) = D 1 , and thus since C;
Then by induction we have Figure 7 , no (nontrivial) constraints between variables in Ψ C,I (D 1 ) are ever generated. Thus we have
. Notice that by definition of φ, we have
And thus by Lemmas 22 and 29 we have
. Also by Lemmas 35 and 22 we have
). Since the derivation is normal, we have
Observe that by the subtyping rules in Figure 11 , for label l ∈ α 2 , if l has polarity + in τ 2 then φ(l) ≤ l, and if l has polarity − in τ 2 then l ≤ φ(l).
Pick a label l ∈ α 2 . Suppose that C I α 2 l ≤ l. Then by definition, l has polarity − in τ 2 . Thus l ≤ φ(l). By construction, l is a join of the constants and labels in α 2 , and by [LubL], we have that for all labels l ∈ l we have C I α 2 l ≤ l . Then l has polarity + in τ 2 , and thus φ(l ) ≤ l . But then C I φ(l ) ≤ φ(l). And since this holds for all l ∈ l , by [LubL] we have C I
Similarly, Suppose that C I α 2 l ≤ l . Then by definition, l has polarity + in τ 2 , and hence φ(l) ≤ l. By construction, l is a join of the constants and labels in α 2 . There are two cases. If l ≤ l for some l ∈ α 2 . Then l has polarity − in τ 2 , and thus l ≤ φ(l ). Then C I φ(l) ≤ φ(l ), and thus
Thus we have
). Notice that there is not requirement that these constraints are part of C I T , which follows the Copy system pattern that constraints on existential types do not "leak" out to the outer constraint context upon subtyping them.
Finally, by alpha-conversion we have
Theorem 37 (Reduction from CFL to Copy) Let D be a normal CFL derivation of I; C; Γ CF L e : τ . Then C I (fl(Γ)∪fl(τ )) ; Ψ C,I (Γ) cp e : Ψ C,I (τ ).
Proof: By induction on the given CFL derivation. As a shorthand notation in the proof, we define C I Γ as C I fl(Γ) , C I τ as C I fl(τ ) , and we use commas in place of unions when subscripting.
